Indian lunch in Mini-Europe
The Indian flavors’ buffet
2 vegeterian dishes
Melawat Sabzi (fresh vegetables of the season cooked with Indian spices)
Palak Paneer (Spinash and white cheese cooked in mild spices)
(other possibilities to arrange with our catering service)

1 non vegetarian dish (Chicken)
Basmati rice
Dal curry
Raita
Salad
Indian bread and Indian papadum

Indian dessert
Pitch of water on the table

Rate 2018: € 15.20 pp
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Conditions for group’s lunch:

This formula is only valid with a booking made in advance!
This Menu is prepared by an external Indian catering service.
The number of menus must be confirmed one week in advance. In case of modification of more
than 10 % of the number confirmed, you have up to 48 hours before arrival to warn MiniEurope. If Mini-Europe is not informed of an eventual modification, the total sum of reserved
menu will be invoiced.
In case of cancellation not transmitted, 50% of the total sum of reserved menus will be invoiced.
The group’s Menus concern groups from 30 persons and are only served during the lunch time.
This means between 11:30AM and 02:30 PM. The exact hour of arrival must be communicated
for each booking. For the smooth running of services, we ask you to respect the agreed hours. In
case of delays of more than 30 minutes, MINI-EUROPE should be informed immediately.
MINI-EUROPE can’t be held responsible for a bad service if the group arrives more than 1 hour
too late without informing. Groups arriving after 2:30PM without any agreement of Mini-Europe
won’t be served anymore and the reserved menus will be invoiced. The ordered menus or
cancellation will only be valid upon presentation of the written confirmation by MINI-EUROPE.
The possibility to eat in Mini-Europe concerns “only” the visitors of the park who pay the
entrance fee. The restaurant is only accessible for the visitors of Mini-Europe.

PS : Our Restaurant “Self-Service” provides small snacks as Samosas (Veg and Non Veg), Paninis
(Veg and Non Veg), chicken dips and French fries at reasonable price for the clients who didn’t
book a group’s formula in advance.
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